ELF Kitchens - Price list
Base Units

Standard *

Other finishes

Drawer-line
supplement

1”, 1½”, 2” wide (2” suitable as base for hob or sink)

25

30

5

3” two doors (suitable also as base for sink or hob)

35

45

10

Add cost of sink or hob - check size requirements

-

Open base shelf unit - 1”, 1 ½”, 2”, 3”

20

20

-

3” or 3½” wide corner

30

35

-

1½” or 2” + 4 plain or 2 panelled drawers

40

40

-

2” or 3” oven unit (add cost of hob)

35

35

-

Corner oven unit 3 ¼” x 3 ¼” (add cost of hob)

45

45

-

Corner carousel 3”, revolving racks, removable chopping board
Steel door (fixed)

50

N/A

-

Tall corner “walk-in” larder (see top photo P5)

50

60

Wine rack 1 ½” or 2”

30

30

-

2” unit with 2 aerated drawers

45

45

-

2” column cabinet + 2 doors

45

55

-

2” column cabinet + 2 doors + oven

55

65

-

2” column + 2 doors + double oven

65

75

2” column + 2doors + espresso machine + steel drawer

65

75

Fridge/freezer Housing unit 2 1/8” wide

25

30

Housing for American Refrigerator 3 1/8” wide

40

50

Larder unit 1 5/8” wide

50

55

-

1” or 1 ½” unit with extendible towel rails

25

25

-

Breakfast bar or extended work-tops with supports e.g. over a
washer)

20

-

-

Special unit 2 3/8” wide with butlers sink (includes sink)

55

60

-

Shaped base 1½” wide with shelf

20

20

-

Shaped base 1 ½” wide with door

25

30

Revolving shelf unit - light wood

60

-

Prices in GBP (UK pounds) For other currencies, click on www.xe.com/ucc entering the
amount and selecting GBP on the left, and your chosen currency on the right before
pressing “GO”
Notes:
The price of the breakfast bar top includes either support poles (brass or aluminium) or finishing panels to
exposed cabinet backs (where the breakfast bar is supported by cabinets).
Please note that the butler’s sink can only be fitted into a solid wood worktop. However, it is possible to
combine different types of worktops, so you could have a sink area with a wooden worktop and the rest with a
granite top.
The above prices include: worktops, all cabinet and work-tops trims, co-ordinating end panels (where
relevant) continuous plinth, splash-back and/or back panel (if desired).

ELF Kitchens - Price list (continued)
Wall units

Standard *

Other finishes

1”, 1½”, 2”

20

25

3” two doors

30

40

-

Horizontal, lift-up unit (widths variable according to layout)

25

30

-

2” + extractor + hob light

30

35

2” x 2” corner unit with shelf

20

20

-

2” x 2” corner unit with door

25

30

-

3 ¼” x 3 ¼” corner canopy (use with corner oven only)

35

35

-

1”, 1½”, 2”, 3” open with shelf

15

15

-

3” + American cooker hood (2 doors)

35

45
not glass-fronted

-

2” or 3” country-style canopy

30

30

-

2” or 3” stainless steel canopy

30

-

-

3” stainless steel and curved glass canopy

30

-

-

2” tall display unit

-

35

-

3” tall display unit + 2 doors/drawers

-

45

-

Plate rack + shelf 2”

25

25

-

Plate rack + shelf 3”

30

30

-

-

30

-

Open end shelf

10

10

-

Hanging pot rack

20

-

-

1½” or 2” double sided suspended display unit

Prices in GBP (UK pounds) For other currencies, click on www.xe.com/ucc entering the
amount and selecting GBP on the left, and your chosen currency on the right before
pressing “GO”
* Standard doors include:
• Plain doors in natural wood
• Plain doors painted or with high gloss finish
• Panelled doors in natural wood only.
All standard base units are 2” deep and c.3” high and wall units are 1 1/8” deep and c2½” high. Column units
are approximately 7½” high. Units can be made which vary from the standard where these may be necessary
to fit a particular space, or when replicating full-size bespoke units.

Lighting
• An additional ‘pelmet’ may be fitted under the wall units, for concealed lighting.

ELF Kitchens - Free-standing units

Most standard ELF cabinets may be combined to form freestanding units. Instead of the traditional plinth
mounting, one or more units are combined (to a maximum width of 4”) and then placed within a hand-waxed
lightwood Shaker-style frame. Drawers and/or doors may be painted to create
a pleasing contrast with the natural wood frame (see photograph below right).
To price these units simply add together the cost of the individual cabinets and
request Shaker framework on the order form. It is also possible to combine
units, including the double tall display unit to make a modern dresser which can
then be combined with other, fitted kitchen units (see photograph on the left..

Dresser £80
This combination £90
The kitchen below shows several interesting features. Firstly the shallow mid-height unit on the back wall
combines standard wall units with shallow drawers to create a unit that gives interest in a room that has no
other units. Additional display space has been created on the left-hand wall with glass shelves on aluminium
supports. Also shown, the hanging pot rack in natural wood (also available in aluminium), ideal above a
centre island, and our unique revolving shelf unit with wire grid and towel rails on the reverse. (Price as shown
£520).

ELF Kitchens - Additional Features
• You can allow for washing machines or other white goods by leaving a space and having a spanning
worktop at no extra cost. If you wish the white goods to be at the end of a run, there is an additional cost
for the end panel and/or supports for the worktop.
• Breakfast bars. In a larger kitchen you may include a breakfast bar. This may be a simple extension to the
depth of the cabinets or a freestanding extension to the worktop (see below left). The bar may be lower
than the worktop and run along the back of cabinetry or be fitted to a centre island (see below right).
Finally, a glass shelf can be added above a standard worktop where the cabinets allow access for seating
(see bottom photo). Breakfast bars may be any shape including curves.

Cost as shown £400

As shown £510

This kitchen is part of an “American loft” setting, and includes several specially commissioned pieces.

ELF Kitchens - Additional Features (continued)
• You may choose split-level worktops. For instance, you may decide on a lower cooking area flanked by
standard height cabinets (price of kitchen below, £535).

•

In a large kitchen you may wish to include an island unit. Below are a few examples of islands in
different styles and finishes, showing some of the ways different units can be combined to create
a piece that becomes an important feature of the kitchen.

.

ELF Kitchens - Planning your kitchen
Having studied the available options, decide which style of kitchen you want. This will dictate the type of units
and accessories you choose. For instance, a Butler sink may look right in a traditional country-style kitchen,
but wrong with hi-tech stainless steel. You may already have an Aga, or other freestanding appliances you
wish to integrate. Carefully measure your room, noting the position and size of any doors and windows
(remember to measure the height of windows from the ground if relevant). Choose from the full range of ELF
units and decide on the arrangement that best suits your room. Remember that we can supply cabinets in
different dimensions where these may be necessary to fill a space or sit flush into an alcove. Some made-tomeasure units may also be necessary if you would like us to create a replica of your own full-size kitchen.
Once you have decided on your layout, simply add together the cost of the individual units in the finish you
require, including ovens/hobs/sinks, and fill in the details on
the order form (or send an email).

The cost of trim,

continuous plinth, end-panels where necessary, and any
matching back panels are included in the cost.
You may already have clear ideas for the design of your
kitchen. If not, try looking through a few books or magazines
from the newsstand. If you find something not listed in our
catalogue, which you wish to include, please ask.

Many

items first requested as “one-offs”, we now offer as standard
units. We also design kitchens for very small spaces (see
right. £190 complete)
If you experience any difficulty with your plan, why not send us a rough sketch of your room, indicating
dimensions and giving details of any existing items to be included (Aga, fridge, etc.)? Let us know the style of
units you would like and leave the planning to us. Typically, we would send you two sets of costed plans with
detailed explanations. Further alterations can be made and samples supplied when necessary. This service
is free and without obligation.
Your completed ELF Kitchen comes fully finished and ready to take pride of place in your Dolls House.
I
th

Our kitchens are also available in 1/24 scale (see separate section on website)
We also offer a range of bespoke units with fixed doors, which because they obviously entail less
work, cost up to a third less than out standard units. Full details on the website .

ELF - 101 Glenville Grove, London SE8 4BJ. England. Tel ++44 (0) 20 8694 0536
www.elfminiatures.co.uk email elizabeth@elfminiatures.co.uk

ELF Kitchens - Order Form
Name
Address
Telephone

Email

Base Units

Standard

Other

(Qty)

(Qty)

Unit Price
(Including drawer
supplement)

Total Price

Wall Units

Total:

Cabinet finish:

Oven front:

Plinth:

Work-top:

Handles:

Type of sink & colour:

Type of hob & colour:

Cabinet trim:

PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD
VISA/MASTERCARD (Please delete as necessary)
NAME ON CARD: ……………………………………………………………………….
CARD NO: _________ _________ _________ _________
SECURITY CODE ________(3 digits on reverse of card)

EXPIRES END _______ / _______

CARDHOLDER SIGNATURE (if sending order by post)
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE (UK BANK ONLY). Cheques should be made payable to ELF.
POST & PACKING:

UK – £2 for orders up to £100. Over £100 – FREE (includes special delivery)
OVERSEAS – We use airmail and charge at cost. (We can advise likely
charges)

Post, or email your order to:
ELF Miniatures, 101 Glenville Grove, London SE8 4BJ, London, England. Tel ++44 (0) 20 8694 0536
www.elfminiatures.co.uk email elizabeth@elfminiatures.co.uk

